
Here you will find some key vocabulary linked 

to our learning over the term. Please help 

your child to understand and familiarise  

themselves with these words and definitions. 

Thank you for your continued support.  Maths 

Partition- breaking down numbers into smaller units. For example 15 is 

made up of two digits, 1 ten and 5 ones. 84 would be partitioned into 8 

tens and 4 ones 

 

 

Inequality symbols– used  when comparing    

numbers (more than, less than, equal to) 

 

Length– how long something is. E.g.  long, longer, longest, short, shorter, 

shortest 

 

Height– the distance from the top to the bottom of an object. E.g. short, 

shorter, tall, taller 

 

Weight– how heavy an object is. E.g. heavy, heavier, heaviest, light,   

lighter, lightest.  

 

Capacity-   

 

 

RE  

Community- a group of people living in the same place/ sharing similar      

interests 

Celebration– to do something special or enjoyable for an important event 

Design and Technology 

Ingredients– things that are used to create a food 

product.  

 

Mix– to combine two or more ingredients to make 

one thing. E.g. mixing together all of the ingredient 

you need to make a cake.  

 

Whisk– a cooking tool that is used 

to stir or beat things such as eggs 

and cream.  

 

 

Knead– when you prepare dough by 

pressing and squeezing with your 

hands. E.g. you knead the dough 

Geography 

Map– a drawing of a particular area such as a town  

or city 

Atlas– a collection of different maps 

United Kingdom– is made up of four countries,     

England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland 

Capital cities- 

England– London 

Scotland– Edinburgh 

Wales– Cardiff 

Northern Ireland– Belfast  

Dienes  

Science 
Claw- a sharp nail on the foot of an     
animal. E.g. cat, dog 

Scales- small stiff plates that cover 
much of the body of animals such as 
fish and snakes 
 

Paws- the foot of an animal that has      
claws or nails  
 

Hooves– covers and protects the 
feet of certain animals. E.g. horse 
 

Beak-  the hard, pointed part of      
a birds mouth 
 
 
Feathers- soft, light things that cover       
a bird's body  
 
Fur- the thick hair that covers the 
bodies of some  animals  
 
Fin- a thin vertical part sticking out of 
the body of  fish, dolphins etc.  
 

Wings-  the two parts of its body 
that it uses for flying.  


